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Theses notes were taken after the first play test. They list a series of changes that would be required for 
the game to work according to my playtest observations.

Mobility Problem: There is a big mobility problem in this game, because for example, if a player have 
AT-ST cards, it will try to move the same AT-ST every turn making reach the front before all other 
units, fighting a bit and dying. I don't want the empire invasion to consist of a series of suicide run, I 
want the whole army to advance. So I think I will use the Castle Panic solution where all units move 1 
space (or 2 space) forward at the end of the turn.

Same thing for the rebel, in their case, they have no interest in moving forward, they just want to hold 
on to their position and kill as many as they can. The only units deployed forward are the snow 
speeders, so I think I will give most units a passive function like used on castle panic. The only 
difference with castle panic is that the units will be deployed on the board, but they might always stay 
in trenches. Batteries will have a longer attack range.

The way I intend to solve this is to make sure the cards does not manage the deployment of the troops. 
Instead the card will only make unit attack. So you will want to use a card when a unit is in good 
position to attack. Else all imperial units and snow speeder will move forward. So compared to castle 
panic where possible target destination is fixed, here it will be variable to the unit's position.

Troop Deployment: Now that the cards are not used for troop deployment, I need to find an 
alternative. I cannot give the player complete control else the first thing the empire will do is spawn 3 
AT-AT on the first turn. Castle Panic use a random distribution, I intend to do something similar but 
still want ot give the player some control. The imperial player will plan the distribution of his units 
between the 3 transports, then shuffle them in 3 stacks of random unit. Every turn, each transport or 2/3 
transport will deploy a unit by drawing the top unit from the stack and moving it int the corresponding 
track.

For rebels, I could give complete control of unit deployment since besides snow speeder, there is not 
that many deployment to do besides reinforcing the trenches with infantry. And the deployment of the 
snow speeder will be relative to the deployment of the empire which is already random. So i think it 
will be OK.

Card Play: At the beginning, I tried play 3 cards out of 5 and reshuffle. Eventually, a 4th force card 
could be give added effect. But the cycling of the cards in the deck is important for the rebels because if 
the deck cycle too fast, they will shoot the ion cannon faster and win the game faster. So I think I will 
use the deck building style where you flush your hand at the end of your turn. Or probably, you keep 1 
card and flush the rest. This can lead to an interesting situation where a player does not shoot the ion 
cannon now because he has good cards in his hand, so he might be willing to wait a turn, to do more 
damage on the enemy and then shoot the ion cannon.

I actually like the idea of playing 1 card per row, it just went wrong because to the mobility issues 
explained above. I'll try again with the new mobility system to see if it works better.



Board Design: The 3 rows are pretty interesting, one things I was not sure is the size of the board. I 
tried with 8 square, but that means that most of the time, rebel troops shoot at nothing. In castle panic, 
there are only 3 range, but considering that snow speeder can move forward and target units before they 
are in range, I think I could use more space. I am thinking to use 5. I am not sure if it will be too short 
for fat moving units like AT-ST that moves 2 space. 

I placed some rough terrain, it does not seem bad right now, it could be something that could slow 
down units. Right now it gives defense bonus to infantry, but considering nobody is really fighting in 
the field, there does not seem to be any used. Else I thought preventing land speeder to pass through 
forcing them to slide to adjacent tracks. It's a bit annoying because land speeder will never be able to 
move straight.

I will also use wider square to avoid having to stack units. Like in Castle Panic, using rectangles would 
make it easy to see all the units in the same space. Allowing players to use miniatures if they want.

Combat Resolution: The way attacks are resolved was not really interesting. The first thing to 
consider is that some units cannot attack other units. For example, simple infantry cannot target an AT-
AT because it's too big. Since I did not want to have a table of who can target who, I wanted to include 
this in the combat system, but it was more annoying that anything. I am thinking to use a linear range 
where players roll 1 die + X and must roll above Y to hit. I might put on each card different to hit value 
(like a mini Combat Resolution Table). There could be some merit to that because you will not have to 
consult the stats of your opponent's unit. I am not a fan of CRT, but in this case, it could give a lot of 
flexibility and be less annoying to play.

So these are the ideas so far. When I'll have a few play test done, I might start writing and 
releasing the rules (since it will be free anyway). I don't intend to make a very innovative game, I now 
seem to borrow more mechanics from castle panic than I intended to. All I want is to have a small 
simple game that capture the coolness of the battle of Hoth.


